
Location 
Ground floor, Move it exhibition 
 

In a nutshell 
How many bulbs can you power and for how long? Turn the handle to generate 
electricity. Store it in the capacitor. Then release it to power the bulbs. 
 

What to do 
Switch on the capacitor, turn the handle to generate the electricity to be stored in the capacitor (if this is done correctly you 
should see the voltage across the capacitor increase). Once energy is stored in the capacitor the bulbs can be turned on in 
different combinations whilst observing the affect on the brightness of the bulbs and the current shown on the ammeter. 

 
Time Required 
KS3 & KS4 3-4 minutes per student. 
 

What’s happening? 
A capacitor is a component that has the ability to store electrical energy like a rechargeable battery. It is different from a battery 
which through a chemical reaction produces electrons at one terminal and absorbs them at the other terminal as it cannot produce 
new electrons only store them to be released later. The electrons need to be provided by an electrical current. When you recharge 
a battery it is reversing the chemical reaction whereas when you recharge a capacitor you are just providing more electrical energy 
for it to store.  
Capacitors are used in many everyday objects. Capacitors make the electricity supply smooth which is important for some electrical 
items. Capacitors can also release their stored energy quickly, for example in the flash on a camera. 
 

Curriculum links 

KS3 Science - Current electricity 

 electric current, measured in amperes, in circuits, series and parallel circuits, currents add where branches meet 
and current as flow of charge 

 potential difference, measured in volts, battery and bulb ratings; resistance, measured in ohms, as the ratio of 
potential difference (p.d.) to current 

English - Reading 

 learning new vocabulary, relating it explicitly to known vocabulary and understanding it with the help of context 
and dictionaries 

Mathematics - Number 

 understand and use place value for decimals, measures and integers of any size 
 use standard units of mass, length, time, money and other measures, including with decimal quantities 

Design & Technology 

 understand how more advanced electrical and electronic systems can be powered and used in their products 
[for example, circuits with heat, light, sound and movement as inputs and outputs] 

KS4 Science - Current, potential difference and resistance 

 recall that current is a rate of flow of charge, that for a charge to flow, a source of potential difference and a 
closed circuit are needed and that a current has the same value at any point in a single closed loop; recall and 
use the relationship between quantity of charge, current and time 

Science - Energy transfers 

 explain how the power transfer in any circuit device is related to the p.d. across it and the current, and to the 
energy changes over a given time 

Mathematics - Measures and accuracy  

 use standard units of mass, length, time, money and other measures (including standard compound measures) 
using decimal quantities where appropriate 

Design and technology 

 how energy is generated and stored in order to choose and use appropriate sources to make products and to 
power systems 

 

Relates to:  
 

Workshops & Theme Days Shows Trails Other exhibits 

 Atoms to Astrophysics (KS3 & KS4) 

 Let there be light! (KS3 & KS4) 
 Light fantastic (KS3)  

 Power a brain 

 Lightening spark 


